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bodily ear, the verse of the poet and the 
score of the musician alike is the expres 
sion in physical terms. And, as the 
vehicle is something less than the thing 
conveyed, Keats is moved to sing 

"Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard 
Are sweeter; therefore, ye soft pipes, play on 

Not to the sensual ear, but more endeared 
Pipe to the spirit ditties without tone." 

Listen, learn to listen to the voice 
within. For, there is a 'music none 

but you can hear. Its rhythm is the 
throb of life; its instrument your heart, 
upon whose vibrant strings spring breezes, 
torrid summer blast, wild autumn gale, 
chill winter wind, in turn, play the song 
of the seasons. Now tender thought, 
now melancholy plaint, now strident 
discord, passion's storm, the trembling 
strings proclaim. And at the last a 
pain, a sigh, a tear; a sad farewell, 
forgetfulness, and rest. 

A Wayside Pool 

BY FRANCES DICKENSON PINDER 

A shallow goblet that the Rain 

Left in her flight across the grass 

The sun has brimmed it with pale gold 

For all the vagabonds that pass. 

A bird dips to it in its flight, 

The small clouds hover for a share, 

While all day long above it bend 

The hot wings of the thirslty air. 

At last the gypsy Dusk kneels there 

And drains it of its last bright gleam 

But Night will tilt the flagon moon 

And fill it with a silver dream! 
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